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About This Content

The full ROCKETSROCKETSROCKETS experience PLUS a bonus super-high-quality soundtrack to groove those awesome
beats. A full 320 kilo-bits EVERY SINGLE SECOND streaming straight into your ears! That's even higher quality than the

music included in the standard game! Your neighbour's jaws will drop when they hear this epic soundtrack composed by Ben
Lam (with the help of Power Up Audio).

Track List:

 Catch Me If You Can

 Electrofiend

 Meteor storm

 Outer Zen

 Solar Blaster

 Warp Damage
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 Acid Nova Dreams

PLUS a set of ambient space sounds, AND an exclusive top-secret bonus track from the game's first prototypes!
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rocketsrocketsrockets soundtrack

It's a good hidden object game than the ones that I used to play. :). for a game that started development in 2015, you had more
than enough time to add a really simple feature called "CAP FPS"!!!!

pretty simple standard feature that could make the game playable for a high end PC.

*edit - if you have FPS issues, download riva tuner it's a good alternative.

With the frames capped this game is amazing. I'm pretty sure this game used to be $3 right when it came out, but either way, $3
or $5 it's totally worth it.

Akane is an arcade style fight for survival against endless waves of yakuza. There are swarms of basic guys that can kill you in
one hit and vice versa. There are also a few special types of guys that will throw a wrench in your plans of running trains.

The game itself is easy to learn but hard to master. You might get cocky and think you can just destroy everyone, but it's a quick
reminder when you die since you get one shot by literally everything. You've gotta be perfect. One of the main drives that will
keep you playing the game are the challenges that unlock new equipment. In my opinion, some of the earlier equipment is
actually better, but it is still fun to unlock and try new, interesting items. The challenges to unlock them are kinda difficult, but
still fun. You still get to play the game like it was designed, and when you are doing well, chances are you will get a challenge or
two.

Lastly, Akane is pure ＡＥＳＴＨＥＴＩＣ. If you're a fan of that neon, underground, dystopian style, Akane is perfect for you. The art
style is great, but arguably even greater is the soundtrack. Actually, when Akane was very new, it only had one song that played
on repeat over and over again. It was obviously repetitive, but also felt kinda old-school. Like the normal Mario theme playing
over and over again. It's repetitive, but it fits the ＡＥＳＴＨＥＴＩＣ so it's fine. Now they've patched in several new songs and they all
have a great underground cyberpunk feel.

Even at $5, I'd say Akane is one of the best $5 dollar games I've ever bought. It's hype af to play, and the art and music are
great. For a $5 game, 10/10 would definitely recommend.. UPDATE:
Lots of improvements have gone into this game. It's fun, but my main critique would be how tedious it is managing and flying
your ship. Guess I was hoping for something simpler?

ORIGINAL POST:
Too buggy. Game feels clunky. Cannot recommend in current state.. Can't believe this game has 50%!!! It really is a great game.
I only encountered 1 bug...which is of course the one right before the second to last battle of the entire game. Which did suck.
But as you can see, I got 102 hours out of one play through. Yeah, it sucks I couldn't finish it, but I still recommend the hell out
of this game.

8/10 Would c2d again. Once I saw this game existed I had to get it! I was a huge fan of 1nsane, especially the bugs and
gameplay, similiar to Smuggler's Run. Insane II stays true to the original with updated graphics. Still the same exhilirating
racing, still the brutal fighting to stay in control of the game, and still the hilarious viewpoints of your rivals flying over you as
they roll to a crash. Thumbs WAYYYYYY up!. English:
A very good and enjoyable roguelike, where your objective is to extinguish fire, save people and cats as fast as possible.
My only complaint with this game is some camera problems that creates blind spots (easily could be solved hidden some walls
like avarage RPG game) and there is only one music theme that suffers of minor changes between levels.

Suggested price: $7.5

Espa\u00f1ol:
Un buen juego tipo roguelike donde el objetivo es apagar todos los incendios, salvar a la gente y gatos lo m\u00e1s r\u00e1pido
posible,
Mi \u00fanica molest\u00eda con este juego es que la camara crea puntos ciegos y solamente hay un tema m\u00fasical que
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sufre de peque\u00f1os ajustes entre etapas,

Precio sugerido: $7.5. This game is very "dark web."

Aside from the occasionally jarring questions and a surprising FMV sequence, the game doesn't have much to offer outside of
shock value, but I appreciate the experience nonetheless.. Got it for $0.16, It was amuzing, got traiding cards, got all the
achevements. Got what I paid for.. Really well-written story! I highly recommend this game if you're into text-based RPGs.
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I like this game, but it can't actually compare to an R-Type title, though the action is similar.
The most interesting thing is the variety of power ups, but you do have to save gold in the game to obtain them.
The graphics are interestingly retro, but they are in some places so crude that gameplay becomes difficult.
Exploring the map is not obvious, and most levels don't end with a boss.
You may wonder "what's going on here"?
I'm not totally satisfied with this purchase, but I do like what they've done, so I would not downvote it.
Perhaps a straight forward "arcade" mode that we can just play without dealing with a map and upgrades?.
\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2606
I personally really like Cattails, it's fun and relaxing to play! \u2661
I do wish it was a multiplayer game since I'd love to play it with my friends.

I give it 4\/5 stars C:
. This is more than a game. Its story gives good lessons. Every one must play this game.. like gta but better, hope the online
version comes soon. I dont get it why they dont sell it for 60 with a seasonpass for 60 would absolutly spend th money on this
game.

with dank gret1ngs Snjder. Loading Simulator 2012, lol.

The Prologue took me 7 hours to get through. Game runs smoothly enough, but it seems bogged down with all the exposition. It
acutally feels more like a superb, fantastical Total War mod than a separate game.

Love the character models, okay soundtrack, impressive visuals, solid combat, and enthralling storytelling (you can tell the voice
actors really got into it, haha). There's enough good here to warrant examining. Wishlist it till a sale comes up.

7.25/10. Played fully from disk and repurchased on here to keep all my games in one place
Doesn't scale well to modern resolutions

Originally one of the best city building games, with a wide range of buildings and religious benefits - though building epic
amounts of temples was always the key aim, despite the map sizes being limited

Caesar 4 is also available on Steam and given this doesn't work quite right on Windows 10 i'd suggest skipping this and moving
on to #4 instead unless you're seriously nostalgic

4\/10. A puzzle platformer with some actual interesting sorta unique mechanics. That being said the controls are god awful..
This game would have been great except for the fact you cannot replay hands to try to get a perfect score. That alone makes it
very frustrating if your like me and strive to get a perfect score at the end. I got the game in a bundle sale so can't complain
about the price but I would not have paid for this game on it's own knowing I could not replay the hands.
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